Trip Around the World

Description: Wavy Gradation Stripes in strong bold colors are used to create the diamond rings of this "Trip around the World" quilt, giving it a lively energetic effect.

Wall/Lap Quilt: requires 3/4 yard of each fabric. Cut 84 squares (3½” x 3½”) of each color.

Bed Quilt: needs 1-1/2 yards of each fabric. Cut 144 squares (3½” x 3½”) of each color.

Instructions:
For both WALL/LAP QUILT and BED QUILT, more squares are cut than are needed. This allows for some choice when laying out the fabric to form the diamond rings; and gives enough extra squares to make a coordinated pillow or two.

Arrange fabrics on felt wall to achieve the design – refer to photo for layout of color in the diamond rings.

We started with 133 Gold in the middle, and followed color order in the rings. However, you can start with whichever color you desire in the center for a slightly different overall effect.

Sew squares together. Finish with batting and quilting as desired. Enjoy!